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INTRODUCTION

45
Behavioral goals, as well as the physical properties of sensory experiences, shape how neural 46 processes organize the continuous and often rich influx of sensory information into 
9
Both Gabor stimuli underwent two independent periodic changes in the course of a trial:
183
(1) The right patch presentation followed a cycle of 4 on-frames and 2 off-frames (2/1 184 on/off-ratio) resulting in a 17 Hz flicker. The left patch flickered at a rate of 14.2 Hz achieved 185 by repetitive cycles of 3 on-frames and 2 off-frames (3/2 on/off-ratio). (2) While flickering, 186 the spatial frequency of the Gabor patches oscillated between a maximum of 2 Hz/° and a 187 minimum of 1 Hz/° at a rate of 3.14 Hz for the right patch and 3.62 Hz for the left patch.
188
Periodic spatial frequency changes gave the impression of alternating contractions and 189 relaxations that led to the percept of pulsing Gabor patches over time (Figure 1c & d) . Pulse 190 frequencies were chosen based on pilot experiments that served to determine a trade-off 191 frequency range in which pulsing was readily perceptible, yet, still allowed driving periodic 192 frequency-following brain responses (SSRs).
193
In addition to the visual stimuli we presented a tone with a center frequency of 440 Hz instructed to indicate by button press when they stopped or started hearing respective 206 tones. Cross-referencing button response times with tone intensity functions yielded 207 10 individual estimates of psychophysical hearing thresholds, i.e. sensation levels (SL). In the 208 experiment, acoustical stimulation was presented at an intensity of +35 dB SL.
210
Procedure and Task
211
Participants were seated comfortably in an acoustically dampened and electromagnetically 212 shielded room and directed gaze towards the fixation ring on the computer screen. At the 213 beginning of each trial, participants were cued to attend exclusively to the left or the right 214 visual stimulus. To this end, a green semi-circle appeared inside the fixation ring for 500 ms 215 to indicate the task-relevant Gabor patch (see Figure 1b ). Subsequently, the two pulsing
216
Gabor patches and the tone were presented for 3500 ms. At the end of each trial, the 217 fixation ring remained on screen for an extra 700 ms allowing participants to blink before 218 the next trial started.
219
Participants were instructed to respond to occasionally occurring luminance changes of the 220 cued Gabor patch (= targets) while ignoring similar events in the other patch (= distractors).
221
During such events, Gabor patch luminance faded out to a minimum of 50% and back in 222 within a 300 ms interval. Targets and distractors occurred in 50% of trials and up to 3 times 223 in one trial with a minimum interval of 800 ms between subsequent onsets. Behavioral 224 responses were recorded as space-bar presses on a standard keyboard. The responding 225 hand was changed halfway through the experiment with the starting hand counterbalanced 226 across participants.
227
We manipulated the two factors attended position (left vs. right Gabor patch) and audio- 
235
In total, we presented 600 trials (= 150 trials per condition) divided into 10 blocks (~5 min 236 each). Before the experiment, participants performed training for at least one block. After 
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Further Post-hoc tests -two-tailed t-tests for paired comparisons or against zero -were 259 applied where necessary. We applied the Holm-Bonferroni procedure to correct p-values 260 (P HB ) for multiple comparisons (Holm, 1979) . 
332
The factor stimulus position had no effect on SSR log power and did not show any interaction We computed inter-trial phase coherence (Cohen, 2014) based on Fourier transforms of 340 artefact-free single trial epochs, truncated to 3000 ms segments (as described above for SSR 341 amplitude analyses) according to: 
351
Similar to SSR amplitudes, ITCs showed broad topographic maxima at parieto-occipital 352 electrode sites. Condition-averaged ITC spectra pooled across the 15-electrode cluster as As depicted in Figure 2c , SSRs have very low signal-to-noise ratios when being evaluated on 362 the basis of averaged single-trial power spectra. Instead, these spectra accentuate the 363 typical 1/f x profile of power decreasing towards higher frequencies as well as peaks in the 364 vicinity of 10 Hz that are consistent with alpha rhythmic brain activity. In turn, these features 365 are much attenuated in SSR 'evoked' power and ITC spectra (Figures 2a and b) . Participants detected luminance fadings more accurately when attending to left Gabor 413 patches (main effect attended stimulus: F(1,11) = 32.30, P < 0.001, ƞ 2 = 0.579; see Table 1 ).
414
Accuracy remained unaffected by in-sync vs. out-of-sync tone presentation (main effect 415 synchrony: F(1,11) < 1). The interaction of both factors was not significant (F(1,11) < 1).
416
Reaction times increased slightly when participants performed the task on in-sync Gabor 417 patches (main effect synchrony: F(1,11) = 9.27, P < 0.05, ƞ 2 = 0.061; see Table 1 ) but were 418 comparable between left and right stimuli (main effect attended stimulus: F(1,11) < 1). As for 419 accuracy, the interaction of both factors remained negligible (F(1,11) < 1).
420
On average participants responded to 7.17% of distractors (median; interquartile range = 421 14.00%). Due to their overall low occurrence false alarms were not analysed in detail. Note 422 however that they contributed to the here employed accuracy score (see Formula 1). 
424
467
The SSR component * synchrony interaction originated from overall differences in the effect 468 of synchrony (in-sync minus out-of-sync) on each SSR component that was most pronounced 469 for pulse 2f components and virtually absent for flicker 1f responses (see Figure 4a ). Specific 470 contrasts confirmed that pulse 2f SSRs were more susceptible to synchrony effects than 471 21 pulse 1f components (t(11) = 4.19, P HB < 0.05). Pulse 1f components in turn showed stronger 472 modulation than flicker 1f components (t(11) = 5.02, P HB < 0.05). Lastly, pulse 2f components 473 carried greater synchrony effects than flicker 1f components (t(11) = 7.83, P HB < 0.05). 
480
P GG < 0.001, ε GG = 0.54, ƞ 2 = 0.064) indicated that some SSR components were more 481 susceptible to effects of audio-visual synchrony than others (Figure 3b and d 
526
were more than 4 times more likely under the additive than the interactive model.
527
Comparing modulation indices based on SSR amplitudes ( Figure 4E ) and SSR inter-trial 528 coherence ( Figure 4F ) revealed that, overall, attention led to stronger gain effects on SSRs 529 than synchrony (15.7% ± 1.8 vs 13.7% ± 1.8, mean ± standard error; main effect gain type: 
534
From a methodological perspective it should be noted that power-based modulation 535 indicated a small but significantly higher gain than ITC based modulation (main effect gain 536 measure: F(1,11) = 19.77, P < 0.001, ƞ 2 < 0.01), an effect that further depended on whether 537 attention or synchrony caused the modulation (interaction gain measure * gain type: 538 F(1,11) = 7.85, P = 0.017, ƞ 2 < 0.01).
539
However, we disregarded these small effects to investigate the gain type * SSR component 
545
Given these highly similar patterns we pooled across measures. Then we tested gain 
626
Our study corroborates this role of ongoing audio-visual synchrony. Interestingly, synchrony-627 related gain effects were thereby restricted to SSR components that reflected stimulus 628 pulsing, i.e. those rhythmic modulations that produced the impression of synchrony.
630
Visual stimulus dynamics either matched with or differed from the spectral profile of the interactions triggering two concurrent, but distinct processes: On the one hand, performing 675 the detection task required a sustained goal-driven deployment of spatial attention, while 676 on the other hand merging the audio-visual signals was most likely a stimulus-driven 677 process, triggered by the high temporal correlation between auditory and visual signal 678 components.
680
For these two processes to co-occur independently, we assumed the involvement of distinct 
